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Ready or not, nutrition 
educators may simply have to 
take on food supply issues, 
since no one else is doing so.

.



But telling the whole truth, 
teaching people about who 
eats and who does not, and 
why, and about what ought 
not to be eaten as well as 
what ought to, will make 
nutrition a politically charged 
subject, …



… a subject that more than 
mathematics or reading or 
even history or social 
studies will collide early on 
with powerful economic 
interests.



To teach the right things—
simply to ask the right 
questions—is likely to prove 
unsettling to the largest single 
industry in the United States.
However, not to do so is to 
continue to settle for 
ineffectualness.
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Be a 
Food Justice Activist

Navigate 
the environment

Eat 
Real

Mostly 
Plants

Not 
too 

much

What can we do?

See People's Climate March 
Food and Farm Justice Hub for 
more details on these actions.



FOOD & FARM JUSTICE HUB

Industrial Food Production  

Worsens Climate Change

• Agriculture accounts for 9% of greenhouse gas (GHG) 

emissions in the United States. Globally, agriculture 

accounts for about 25% of GHG. This will increase if 

we increase meat and vegetable oil production.1

• Processing, packaging, transporting, refrigeration, and 

retail account for another 15-20% of greenhouse gas 

emissions. Our industrial food system accounts for 

about half of all greenhouse gas emissions.2

• Deforestation decreases our ability to absorb carbon 

dioxide and decreases biodiversity. 15% of the 

Amazon has been lost since 1970 with 65% of that loss 

attributed to cattle ranching.3

Climate Change Decreases  

Our Ability to Produce Food

• “Feeding a growing global population in a changing 

climate presents a significant challenge to society.”4 

Poor people will be most affected.

• Impacts will vary from place-to-place and year-to-year. 

Crop decreases will happen sooner than previously 

predicted, with decreases of 25% becoming increas-

ingly common after 2050.4,5 Also, we are creating 

breathless, acidic oceans, gravely affecting marine life.

• According to a recent study by the Rodale Institute, 

if regenerative agriculture were practiced globally, 

100 percent of current, annual carbon dioxide (CO2) 

emissions would be sequestered.6

What Can We Do?7

• Be a Food Justice Activist: Learn more about the food system and food justice issues, join a food justice organi-

zation, participate in any way you can—as an advocate for better food policies, as a grower of food in your own 

community, as a supporter of small-and medium-scale farmers locally, nationally and globally. Support the efforts of 

people most affected by the present food system to lead the way. Become aware of international trade agreements that strip 

people, here and abroad, of our rights to control our food system and create our own labor and environmental policies. 

Our activism today creates a just and sustainable food system for the future.

• Navigate the Environment: Get to know your community and find the farmers’ markets, food co-ops, Community 

Supported Agriculture (CSAs) and other outlets that sell local and sustainably produced foods. Look for programs that 

provide incentives for Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) and Woman, Infants, and Children (WIC) 

recipients to be able to purchase produce and other healthy foods. Be aware of how corporate food marketing and 

corporate buy-outs of organic brands influences what we eat.

• Eat Real: Eat more sit-down meals composed of whole foods, just how they come from plants and animals. Learn about 

the growing methods used to produce your food; choose foods produced sustainably (such as organically grown) and 

justly (pay workers all along the food system chain fair wages and treat them with dignity). Grow more food in community 

or school garden and at home. Promote safe tap water and drinking tap water.

• Mostly Plants: Create a food supply that has less meat, poultry, fish and dairy and a food supply using more plants such 

as vegetables, fruits, legumes, nuts, seeds, and a variety of grains. Produce more meat on diverse farms, using sustainable 

instead of industrial methods. Widely implement “Meatless Mondays.” As large swaths of land in some developing 

countries are dedicated to feed for meat consumption in developed countries, reducing animal products in our diets will 

also redistribute natural resources more fairly at an international level.8

• Not Too Much: Create a food supply with fewer processed foods such as chips, soda, and frozen meals.
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7. Themes taken from the Food Day School Curriculum (2011) by P Koch and I Contento, Laurie M. Tisch Center for 

Food, Education and Policy, Teachers College Columbia University -- curriculum inspired from M Pollen (2008) In 

Defense of Food: An Eaters Manifesto (The Penguin Press).

8. James N. Galloway, Marshall Burke, G. Eric Bradford, Rosamond Naylor, Walter Falcon, Ashok K. Chapagain, Joanne 

C. Gaskell, Ellen McCullough, Harold A. Mooney, Kirsten L. L. Oleson, Henning Steinfeld, Tom Wassenaar and Vaclav 

Smil, (December, 2007). International Trade in Meat: The Tip of the Pork Chop. Ambio Vol. 36, No. 8.
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Support Policies for a Food System that Works With Our EcosystemaFood ProductionStop the mantra that we need industrialized agriculture to 
feed the world. We produce more than enough food. Plants 
growing in healthy soil absorb GHG to mitigate climate 
change. Photosynthesis is natural solar power.
Support policies that support: transitional to organic 
(agro-ecology); young farmers; family farms; rural devel-
opment; growing “specialty crops”b; fair wages and safe 
conditions for agricultural workers; urban agriculture; 
community gardens; school gardens. 

TransportationSupport policies that create food hubs for distribution of regionally produced foods. Create systems that make it easier for institutions and grocery stores to purchase food produced on local farms.

ProcessingSupport policies that create shared-space commercial kitchens for small-scale local 
preserving and processing. Support policies 
that limit marketing of ultra-processed foods, 
especially to children. Support policies that 
promote reusable (e.g., glass bottles) and reusable bags.

Buying and ConsumptionSupport policies for incentives for purchasing 
fruits and vegetables for safety net programs 
(e.g., SNAP, WICc), more farmers markets, 
healthy, scratch-cooked school meals, culturally relevant cooking classes; shared 

communities meals and community-created 
ready-to-eat meals.

WasteSupport policies that reduce food waste, all the way back to reducing overpro-duction of food and creating systems for restaurants and supermarkets to provide extra food to communities 

The only way we can make these changes is to radically change the food system into one that is based on the needs of our people and 

planet, rejecting the huge profit-making corporations that presently harm us all. We envision a food system that is mostly local, uses 

sustainable practices such as organic and agro-ecological methods (sinking carbon in the soil), and that creates good jobs and a more 

equal society. Food sovereignty captures our dream:  local control over the food system by those who grow, process and eat the food. 

We can begin to achieve this vision through insisting that our local governments buy local, sustainable food with good labor standards-

-an economic boost to our regions. We can continue to achieve this through citizen action that insists on our right to healthy, sustain-

able food that works to cool the planet and feed us all.
aFood System circle credits: Neff RA, Parker CL, Kirshenmann FL, Tinch J, Lawrence RS (2011). Peak Oil, Food Systems, and Public Health. American Journal of Public 

Health Vol 101(9): 1587-1597 and FoodWorks: A Vision to Improve NYC’s Food System release by Council Speaker Christine Quinn, fall 2010.

bUSDA define “specialty crops” as: fruits, vegetables (including herbs and spices) and tree nuts

c SNAP = Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (formally Food Stamps), WIC = Woman Infants and Children program

FOOD & FARM JUSTICE HUB
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How can New York City 
always ensure a healthy, 
plentiful supply of food 

without ruining the earth? 
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A Living Classroom:  
By Ahmed 

I  began gardening this year at the age of 

13. Gardening was new to me because I 

had never experienced anything close to 

this before. I thought gardens were just places 

full of grass, but after spending a couple of 

weeks in the garden, I got used to the experi-

ence of gardening and actually started to get 

more and more involved. I realized that gar-

dens are places where food and plants can 

grow and tasks like composting and weed-

ing are crucial to making that happen. 

    Composting was one of the first and 

hardest challenges I faced. Compost helps 

the ecosystem come together by breaking 

down food scraps and turning it into nutri-

ent-rich soil for plants in the garden.  At 

first, when I personally got closer and 

closer to composting, I just wanted to 

throw up, go home and never come back. 

However, with fear comes will and deter-

mination. I was completely lost when we 

dumped all of the compost out and had to 

put it back in, with bugs and flies sur-

rounding the area. But, I fought through it 

and got the job done with the help of two 

other people.  With absolutely no experi-

ence in composting, I turned the compost! 

I still don’t like composting, but now I’ll do it 

once in awhile.  Following composting was another hard 

gardening challenge. During the next activity, 

my class lined up by birthday and we passed 

buckets of soil from the beginning to the end. 

We did this for about 30-45 minutes. The last 

activity was was to pull out weeds. This activ-

ity was easy, but dirty. 

Looking back, I have learned so much since I 

started with no gardening experience in gar-

dening to now having some experience. 5 

The Garden  

Gardening is an activity that involves hard work, dedication, blood, sweat, and tears. 

GARDEN TIME! 
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Meat Lovers…
  

a perspectiv
e. 

Approximately 3.2% of U.S adults 

are vegetarians or fo
llow a vege-

tarian based diet. T
here are many 

people in society today who are 

becoming vegetarians. H
owever, 

for th
ose who aren’t vegetarians it 

is im
portant th

at th
ey have good 

meat. O
n the Frost V

alley farm, 

all of th
eir m

eat is 
fresh. They 

raise and care for th
eir co

ws fo
r 2 

years b
efore they are sla

ughtered. 

For lu
nch we were sch

eduled to 

have hamburgers f
rom a cow that 

was once living on the farm. 

Should you stil
l eat it 

after know-

ing its 
life sto

ry? 

 
Imagine if y

our lif
e was 

that of a cow. It 
began when you 

were sm
all 

calf. Y
ou 

mother nursed 

you and took 

care of you. 

Some humans 

would come by 

everyday and 

make sure you 

had food, th
eir 

warm hands 

on your sk
in 

everyday for 2 

years. A
nd the next 

thing you know, 

you’re gone, ta
ken 

away to become 

food. There are so 

many people today 

who are becoming 

vegetarians and 

trying to eat or-

ganic fo
ods because 

it is
 “in

 sty
le” but if 

you’re not a vege-

tarian, it 
doesn’t m

ake 

you a bad person. Ben is s
omeone 

who works on the Frost V
alley 

farm and he was a vegan for m
ost 

of his li
fe until h

e sta
rted eating 

meat. H
owever, th

e meat he was 

eating was fr
esh. It 

is h
ard to 

have a lot of in
formation about 

the food you are eating fro
m the 

Supermarket. Y
ou don’t get a lot 

of in
formation about where that 

animal was before it w
as w

rapped 

in that plastic
 and the people at 

the sto
re rarely have information 

about it 
either. H

owever, w
hen 

you eat m
eat fro

m an animal th
at 

you had a personal re
lationship 

with and sta
yed with throughout 

the process o
f it 

be-

ing turned into food 

it m
akes it 

better to
 

eat. S
ome people 

feel th
at it 

is e
ven 

better to
 eat th

e 

meat when it i
s 

fresh and when you know the ani-

mal and when you know where it 

has been because you have a lot of 

background knowledge and can 

be informed about what is 
going 

into your body. 

There stil
l are vegetarians 

who feel th
at eating anything 

that cr
awls, s

wims, fl
ies or w

alks 

is c
ruel and wrong. Everyone is 

entitle
d to her own opinion and 

after having a talk on the Frost 

Valley farm, I r
eally sta

rted 

thinking about what lif
e would be 

like without m
eat. T

hat fo
od pro-

vides us w
ith protein, and the 

food gives butchers a
nd farmers 

jobs, b
ut if 

we keep eating it, 

there won’t be anymore. However, 

the animals a
re cared for and be-

fore eating the meat, a
 sm

all 

prayer sh
ould be said for th

e ani-

mal, th
anking them for th

eir 

meat and making it k
nown that 

you actually care about 

the food you eat. 

All in
 all, in

 my opinion 

meat is 
good for us. 

Most o
f th

e population 

is m
ade up of omni-

vores. M
eat plays a big 

role in our liv
es and 

whether you chose to 

be a vegetarian doesn’t 

make you a good or bad 

person because we are 

all entitle
d to our own 

choices about what we 

eat.  W
e eat what we 

eat, a
nd you’re stil

l a 

good person if t
hat fo

od 

happens to
 be meat.5

 

FABULOUS FARMING 

By Ashley 
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Heating Up With 
Chicken Poop 

By Xiomara 

W hen we started compost-
ing at our school com-
munity garden, I con-

vinced my family to collect com-
post and regularly bring food 
scraps from home.  When I heard 
about our school challenge to keep 
1,000 lbs of compostable food 
waste from our students’ homes 
and cafeteria out of landfills, I 
thought that was A LOT of com-
post.  That is, until I went to Gov-
ernor’s Island and helped out 
with Earth Matter’s compost pro-
ject. 

On Sunday, June 10th, 
2012, twenty students from the 
"Food and Sustainability" class 
went to Governor's Island. We 
found that we were going to build 
a compost pile out of 8,000 lbs of 
food waste for the whole day. At 
Governor's Island we all com-
posted. We didn't actually collect 
the compostable food waste.  That 
was done at Greenmarkets in 
Brooklyn the day before, and 
brought to the island on a truck 
at 6:45 am that day. Our job was 
to turn it and layer it so that it 
was easier for the compost to turn 
into soil. We were making an 
Earth lasagna. This project was 
led and guided by an organization 
called “Earth Matter.’’ 
        At Governor's Island they 
had chickens and goats. We got to 
touch the goats, but that wasn’t 
our main job.  We were working 
in the “Hot Chicks House,” which 
is where our compost pile was 
made. We were able to work with 

the chickens, and even though they always 
ran away from us, they were doing work 
just like us.  They were breaking down the 
compost material so that it could turn into 
soil faster - by eating parts, scraping 
through it to get their favorite materials, 
and pooping in it. We were helping by put-
ting the compost in layers, or as Charlie 
liked to refer to it, lasagna. 
        Our first layer was the soil, which we 
had to flatten out by using  hoes and shov-
els. Next we opened many bags (252!) of 
compostable food scraps, then broke up all 
the big pieces. After we broke up the com-
post, the worst part came- we had to shovel 
up a half decomposed pile of compost and 
chicken poo! It was about 97 degrees when 
we first started shoveling, and the closer 
we got to the center, the hotter it got... and 
it was also incredibly smelly. In the end it 
was extremely hot and funny, but it was 
also educational.  
    This was so much compost, so it seemed 
like it must’ve come from many places, so I 
was surprised that it only came from waste 
from a few Greenmarkets.  If we could com-
post all compostable waste, I can’t even 
imagine how much we’d have to turn to 
make compost!  However, if we did com-
post, we could save a lot of money and 
space and reduce negative environmental 
impact.  Erik told us that $125 million is 
wasted every year on waste removal, 
which could be turned into compost.  One 
ton of waste costs roughly $125 to remove, 
and there is about a million tons of waste 
collected in our city every year.  The next 
time you are throwing away your food 
scraps that are non-oils or meats, remem-
ber that there are many places that are 
willing to take compost.  YOU can help 
make that difference!  5 

CRAZY,  

CRAZY COMPOST 
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COMPOST!  

CRAZY,  

CRAZY,  
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By Jade 

W hat is gardening? Yes, it is the art of being in a garden, but what does 
that mean? To me, it means being free. Getting out into nature is very 
important. People need to get dirty to be experiencing the world. 

Like right now, most of my day is spent sitting down and staring at a 
screen, like the rest of America. I might get covered in dirt, maggots, 
worms and mulch at my local park or community garden, but it’s worth it. 
I get a taste of what nature truly is, and trust me, it’s not a bunch of farm 
animals roaming around on some farm in suburbia, it’s really just getting 
out and getting involved in helping the world and helping get involved 
with plants and animals. 

There’s only one problem: how do you do this type of thing in the 
city without all that open space? There are plenty of empty lots in the city 
that could be made into beautiful gardens. Personally, when I garden, I’m 
out in the world of nature. I’m planting Swiss chard, toma-
toes, chocolate mint, lettuce, parsley, and lots of other 
things. I also help with the composting program and the 
“Garden to Cafe” program. I’m helping my community be-
come green, and by doing that, I am one small step on the 
way to saving the Earth. It has been proven that taking 
time out to involve yourself in nature can help you be more 
relaxed and less stressed and rushed. 
 There are lots of ways any person can get involved 
in gardening. You could start a small in your house or on 
your fire escape with potted plants. So get out into the 
world and start helping everyone in your community be 
more green!  5 

Gardening 
(AKA The Art  

of Being  
in a Garden) 

 

GARDEN TIME! 
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Global Gardening 
GARDEN TIME! 

 To some, gardening is simply a good 
pastime. They only garden because they want 
to make their yard look pretty or because it’s 
fun. To others it’s a way of life. Farmers 
work on farms because it is their liveli-
hood. To me, however, gardening is a 
way of bringing life and sustaining to 
the world. 
I may just be a 12 year old New Yorker, 
but I have worked in my local school 
community garden for about a year and 
a half now and I have seen what kind of 
impact gardening can have on a school 
community.  Through  gardening, we 
were able to feed approximately 300 
students food that was harvested from 
the garden! We served them pesto 
hand-made from the cilantro and basil 
that we had grown. Though we added 
in other ingredients from farmer mar-
kets and the school cafeteria, we were 
able to introduce all these people to 
sample fresh garden produce... from 
only one tenth of an acre of garden 
space! Image how many people we 
could feed if there were gardens that 
were quintuple the size! Going beyond 
community gardens in the United 
States, if we put these kinds of garden 
systems into third world countries that 
are suffering from starvation, it could 
significantly decrease the amount of 
people suffering from starvation. 

Going beyond community gar-
dens in the United States, if we put 
these kinds of garden systems into 
third world countries that are suffering 
from starvation, it could significantly 
decrease the amount of people suffer-
ing from starvation. 
Most of the people that are suffering 
from starvation are poverty stricken or 
live in destitution. About 1.7 billion 
people live in destitution or absolute 
poverty. A way to help people who are living 
in these dire situations is gardening. Through 

working on new methods for farming and garden-
ing, they would be able to trade and/or sell the 
fruits and vegetables they grow, thus helping 

them move out of destitution 

 Destitution or poverty does not 
affect all regions of the world the same 
way. In some places poverty is very 
prominent, and in other places it has 
little to no effect. Regardless, it is 
something that affects the world as a 
whole. 

Something else that affects the world 
is health. By health I’m referring to 
obesity, heart disease, diabetes, blood 
pressure and the likes. A way that the 
world could become a much healthier 
place is through  gardening. Through 
gardening, people would be able to 
grow and eat fresh, pesticide and her-
bicide free fruits and vegetables.This 
would then have a positive impact on 
world health. 
Something else that I noticed while I 
was gardening is that, it was so 
peaceful. Peace is something that is 
needed in the world today.. Without 
peace there is war, so the world as a 
whole should always be striving to-
wards world peace. A way we can do 
this is yet again, through gardening. 
If the world all shared something in 
common, it would be somewhat easier 
for different cultures to relate to one 
another. If everyone related and un-
derstood each other more easily, then 
things would be a lot more peaceful. 
 If someone said that gardening 
is a good pastime I wouldn’t disagree 
with them . If someone said that gar-
dening is just the way some people 
live, I could not argue with them. But 
I see gardening as much more than 
that. I see it as something that can 

potentially help the world become a better place. 
5 

By Tyler 
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were able to feed approximately 300 
students food that was harvested from 
the garden! We served them pesto 
hand-made from the cilantro and basil 
that we had grown. Though we added 
in other ingredients from farmer mar-
kets and the school cafeteria, we were 
able to introduce all these people to 
sample fresh garden produce... from 
only one tenth of an acre of garden 
space! Image how many people we 
could feed if there were gardens that 
were quintuple the size! Going beyond 
community gardens in the United 
States, if we put these kinds of garden 
systems into third world countries that 
are suffering from starvation, it could 
significantly decrease the amount of 
people suffering from starvation. 

Going beyond community gar-
dens in the United States, if we put 
these kinds of garden systems into 
third world countries that are suffering 
from starvation, it could significantly 
decrease the amount of people suffer-
ing from starvation. 
Most of the people that are suffering 
from starvation are poverty stricken or 
live in destitution. About 1.7 billion 
people live in destitution or absolute 
poverty. A way to help people who are living 
in these dire situations is gardening. Through 

working on new methods for farming and garden-
ing, they would be able to trade and/or sell the 
fruits and vegetables they grow, thus helping 

them move out of destitution 

 Destitution or poverty does not 
affect all regions of the world the same 
way. In some places poverty is very 
prominent, and in other places it has 
little to no effect. Regardless, it is 
something that affects the world as a 
whole. 

Something else that affects the world 
is health. By health I’m referring to 
obesity, heart disease, diabetes, blood 
pressure and the likes. A way that the 
world could become a much healthier 
place is through  gardening. Through 
gardening, people would be able to 
grow and eat fresh, pesticide and her-
bicide free fruits and vegetables.This 
would then have a positive impact on 
world health. 
Something else that I noticed while I 
was gardening is that, it was so 
peaceful. Peace is something that is 
needed in the world today.. Without 
peace there is war, so the world as a 
whole should always be striving to-
wards world peace. A way we can do 
this is yet again, through gardening. 
If the world all shared something in 
common, it would be somewhat easier 
for different cultures to relate to one 
another. If everyone related and un-
derstood each other more easily, then 
things would be a lot more peaceful. 
 If someone said that gardening 
is a good pastime I wouldn’t disagree 
with them . If someone said that gar-
dening is just the way some people 
live, I could not argue with them. But 
I see gardening as much more than 
that. I see it as something that can 

potentially help the world become a better place. 
5 

By Tyler 
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The CSS Community Garden is much 
more than just a space filled with “gross” insects, 
weeds, and hundreds of plants! The CSS garden 
is a sanctuary. You might say that it is a sanctu-
ary of hard work and dirty clothing, but there is 
something special and calming about gardening, 
and I’m not the only one who thinks so. Every Fri-
day after school, about 10 students go to the gar-
den to work, and, I have to admit, socialize. But 
whether it’s pulling weeds, planting tomatoes, or 
having girl-talks in the “spacey” tool-shed, there’s 
always something fun to do in the garden. 

One spring afternoon, a friend and I were 
working on watering, but we couldn’t find the wa-
tering can. We ended up connecting a long tube to 
a water bottle and filling it up with rain water. 
We watered all of the plants by the gate with our 
new contraption.  Not only did we help give 
plants necessary resources that day, but we also 
had A LOT of  fun. 

On other, less productive days, my friends 
and I do some composting or weeding, but then 
we go into the shed and talk to let out our stress 
or how we feel. For me, the garden has become a 
sanctuary. It is a 
great place to be 
with friends, re-
lax, and help the 
environment.5 

Soil Sanctuary By Maya 

GARDEN TIME! 
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"A sustainable community worth imagining is 
alive, in the most exuberant sense of the word -
fresh, vital, evolving, diverse, and dynamic. It 
cares about the quality as well as the 
continuation of life. It is flexible and adaptive. It 
draws energy from its environment, celebrates 
organic wholeness, and appreciates that a life 
has more to reveal than human cleverness has 
yet discovered. It teaches its children to pay 
attention to the world around them, to respect 
what they cannot control, and to embrace the 
creativity with which life sustains itself"

(M. Stone, Smart By Nature: Schooling for Sustainability, 2009)



Food	for	thought
Widening	Our	Notion	of	Sustainability

~	Debi	Slatkin,	co-director,	TC	Initiative	for	Sustainable	Futures



“For	more	than	five	hundred	years,	Native	communities	across	
the	Americas	have	demonstrated	resilience	and	resistance	in	
the	face	of	violent	efforts	to	separate	them	from	their	land,	
culture,	and	each	other.	They	remain	at	the	forefront	of	
movements	to	protect	Mother	Earth	and	the	life	it	sustains.”

from	the	US	Dept	of	Arts	&	Culture
https://usdac.us/nativeland



The	quality	of	our	relationship	with	
nature	underpins	all	notions	of	
sustainability,	including	food	matters.



What	If everyone	was	in	love	with	the	natural	world	.	.	.

As	if	it	were	part	of	their	family



May	2019	press	release
From the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services 

(IPBES)
From	the	Intergovernmental	Science-Policy	Platform	on	Biodiversity	and	Ecosystem	Services	(IPBES)	

Global	Assessment		
Nature’s Dangerous Decline ‘Unprecedented’

Species Extinction Rates ‘Accelerating’

Current global response insufficient; 
‘Transformative changes’ needed to restore and protect nature;

Opposition from vested interests can be overcome for public good

Most comprehensive assessment of its kind;
1,000,000 species threatened with extinction



• IPBES	findings:	nature	managed	by	Indigenous	Peoples	is	in	better	health	than	nature	managed	by	
national	or	corporate	Institutions

• Thus,	ecosystems	“would	benefit	from	an	explicit	consideration	of	the	views,	perspectives	and	rights	
of	Indigenous	Peoples	and	Local	Communities,	their	knowledge	and	understanding	of	large	regions	
and	ecosystems”

• “Recognition	of	the	knowledge,	innovations	and	practices,	institutions	and	values	of	Indigenous	
Peoples	and	their	inclusion	and	participation	in	environmental	governance	often	enhances	their	
quality	of	life,	as	well	as	nature	conservation,	restoration	and	sustainable	use.”

from	the	Intergovernmental	Science-Policy	Platform	on	Biodiversity	and	Ecosystem	Services	(IPBES)	Global	Assessment		



Dr.	Gregory	Cajete	(Tewa),	noted	educator:

“Human	beings	must	come	to	terms	with	the	fact	that	we	are	a	part	
of	the	natural	community.		It	is	through	the	educational	process	of	
ourselves	and	our	children	that	we	can	internalize	this	basic	
understanding	and	reflect	on	the	relationship	we	must	establish	with	
the	natural	world.		Indigenous	people	around	the	world	have	been	
able,	through	experience	and	their	direct	relationship	with	the	natural	
world,	to	establish	this	much-needed	understanding	of	natural	process	
and	relationship.		For	them,	this	understanding	was	part	of	becoming	
complete	within	the	context	of	traditional	forms	and	systems	of	
education.”		(Cajete,	1994,	p.	113)



Ego Nature
Adapted	from	a	widely	shared	internet	meme.	Apologies:	source	unknown.



From	a	2009	interview	with	educator	Gregory	Cajete	(Tewa):
• “for	non-indigenous	people	.	.	.	look	at	these	traditions	of	indigenous	
people	and	begin	to	understand	them	with	respect,	responsibility,	
resonance	and	relationship.	Because	ultimately,	we	are	all	indigenous	at	
some	time	in	our	life	and	culture.	Even	the	cultures	of	the	West	are	
indigenous	at	a	certain	point	in	their	history.”

• For	all	of	us,	becoming	indigenous	to	a	place	means	living	as	if	your	
children’s	future	mattered,	to	take	care	of	the	land	as	if	our	lives,	both	
material	and	spiritual,	depended	on	it.	Kimmerer,	2013,	p.	9

Robin	Wall	Kimmerer	(Potawatomi),	plant	ecologist,	writer	and	SUNY	
Distinguished	Teaching	Professor:	



Foundation	of	Anishinaabe,	Haudenosaunee	and	many	First	
Nation/Indigenous	ways	of	life	can	be	summarized

•Respect
•Relationship
•Reciprocity
•Responsibility

These	are	over-simplified	and	
are
not	nouns.

They	are	complex	verbs	about	
relating	to	each	other,	all	beings,	
the	world.	

Complex,	interrelated…
.	.	.	Just	like	an	

ecosystem



Applying	4	Rs to	education	and	pedagogy

• Curricula	and	pedagogy	need	to	be	land-based	in	respectful	and	
reciprocal	way;

• respectful	to	the	Original	Caretakers	of	the	place;
• designed	in	respectful,	reciprocal	way	that	honors	and	incorporates	
local	wisdom	and	wisdom	of	students;

• relational	(local	context,	interconnected	and	multi-disciplinary);	and
• responsible	and	responsive	to	those	who	have	gone	before	
(ancestors),	to	those	living	now	(community)	and	to	future	
generations	(descendants).

• These	aren’t	mutually	exclusive,	nor	all-inclusive!



Bringing	it	back	to	food	.	.	.

•All	beings	need	food	to	live
•All	feed	one	another	
•All	become	food	when	they	die



How	do	we	live	in	a	healthy	reciprocal	relationship	
with	the	land?	Robin	Wall	Kimmerer:

• How	to	restore	relationship	between	land	and	people?	“My	answer	is	almost	always,	‘Plant	a	
garden.’ It’s	good	for	the	health	of	the	earth	and	it’s	good	for	the	health	of	people.	A	garden	is	a	
nursery	for	nurturing	connection,	the	soil	for	cultivation	of	practical	reverence.	And	its	power	
goes	far	beyond	the	garden	gate—once	you	develop	a	relationship	with	a	little	patch	of	earth,	it	
becomes	a	seed	itself.	Something	essential	happens	in	a	vegetable	garden.	It’s	a	place	where	if	
you	can’t	say	‘I	love	you’	out	loud,	you	can	say	it	in	seeds.	And	the	land	will	reciprocate,	in	
beans.”	Kimmerer,	2013,	p.126

• “Cultures	of	gratitude	must	also	be	cultures	of	reciprocity.	Each	person,	human	or	no,	is	bound	to	
every	other	in	a	reciprocal	relationship.	Just	as	all	beings	have	a	duty	to	me,	I	have	a	duty	to	
them.	If	an	animal	gives	its	life	to	feed	me,	I	am	in	turn	bound	to	support	its	life.	If	I	receive	a	
stream’s	gift	of	pure	water,	then	I	am	responsible	for	returning	a	gift	in	kind.	An	integral	part	of	
a	human’s	education	is	to	know	those	duties	and	how	to	perform	them.”	Kimmerer,	2013,	p.115



Co-evolutionary	cycle

“The	exchange	between	plants	and	people	has	shaped	the	
evolutionary	history	of	both. Farms,	orchards,	and	vineyards	are	
stocked	with	species	we	have	domesticated.	Our	appetite	for	their	
fruits	leads	us	to	till,	prune,	irrigate,	fertilize,	and	weed	on	their	behalf.	
Perhaps	they	have	domesticated	us.	Wild	plants	have	changed	to	stand	
in	well-behaved	rows	and	wild	humans	have	changed	to	settle	
alongside	the	fields	and	care	for	the	plants—a	kind	of	mutual	taming.	
We	are	linked	in	a	co-evolutionary	circle.	The	sweeter	the	peach,	the	
more	frequently	we	disperse	its	seeds,	nurture	its	young,	and	protect	
them	from	harm.	Food	plants	and	people	act	as	selective	forces	on	
each	other’s	evolution—the	thriving	of	one	in	the	best	interest	of	the	
other.	This,	to	me,	sounds	a	bit	like	love.” Kimmerer,	Braiding	Sweetgrass,	p.	
124



More	about	feeding	one	another	.	.	.

“The	traditional	ecological	knowledge	of	indigenous	harvesters	is	rich	
in	prescriptions	for	sustainability.	They	are	found	in	Native	science	and	
philosophy,	in	lifeways	and	practices,	but	most	of	all	in	stories,	the	
ones	that	are	told	to	help	restore	balance,	to	locate	ourselves	once	
again	in	the	circle.“	Kimmerer,	2013,	p.	179

“Collectively,	the	indigenous	canon	of	principles	and	practices	that	
govern	the	exchange	of	life	for	life	is	known	as	the	Honorable	
Harvest.	They	are	rules	of	sorts	that	govern	our	taking,	shape	our	
relationships	with	the	natural	world,	and	rein	in	our	tendency	to	
consume—that	the	world	might	be	as	rich	for	the	seventh	generation	
as	it	is	for	our	own.	The	details	are	highly	specific	to	different	cultures	
and	ecosystems,	but	the	fundamental	principles	are	nearly	universal	
among	peoples	who	live	close	to	the	land.”	Kimmerer,	2013,	p.	180



Honorable	Harvest	(Kimmerer,	Braiding	Sweetgrass,	pg 183)

• Know	the	ways	of	the	ones	who	
take	care	of	you,	so	that	you	may	
take	care	of	them.	

• Introduce	yourself.	
• Be	accountable	as	the	one	who	
comes	asking	for	life.	

• Ask	permission	before	taking.	
• Abide	by	the	answer.	
• Never	take	the	first.	
• Never	take	the	last.	
• Take	only	what	you	need.	
• Take	only	that	which	is	given.	
• Never	take	more	than	half.	Leave	

some	for	others.	
• Harvest	in	a	way	that	minimizes	
harm.	

• Use	it	respectfully.	
• Never	waste	what	you	have	
taken.	

• Share.	
• Give	thanks	for	what	you	have	
been	given.	

• Give	a	gift,	in	reciprocity	for	what	
you	have	taken.	

• Sustain	the	ones	who	sustain	you	
and	the	earth	will	last	forever.	



Language	of	Nature

“I	have	a	question	for	[plants],	but	since	we	don’t	speak	the	same	
language,	I	can’t	ask	them	directly	and	they	won’t	answer	verbally.	But	
plants	can	be	eloquent	in	their	physical	responses	and	behaviors.	
Plants	answer	questions	by	the	way	they	live,	by	their	responses	to	
change;	you	just	need	to	learn	how	to	ask.	I	smile	when	I	hear	my	
colleagues	say	“I	discovered	X.”	That’s	kind	of	like	Columbus	claiming	
to	have	discovered	America.	It	was	here	all	along,	it’s	just	that	he	
didn’t	know	it.	Experiments	are	not	about	discovery	but	about	listening	
and	translating	the	knowledge	of	other	beings.”	Kimmerer,	2013,	pp.	158-59.		



Resources (in order of mention and relevance)

US	Department	of	Arts	and	Culture.	Honor	Native	Land:	a	Guide	and	Call	to	Acknowledgment.		
https://usdac.us/nativeland and http://landacknowledgements.org/

Whose	land	are	you	on?	https://native-land.ca/
Listen	to	an	interview	with	Hadrien Coumans,	Co-Founder	of	the	Lenape	Center	on	First	Voices	Radio:	

https://firstvoicesindigenousradio.org/program/20181010.	
Ramapough Lenape	Nation	https://ramapoughlenapenation.org/ and	Split	Rock	Sweetwater	Prayer	Camp	

https://www.facebook.com/splitrockprayercamp .	
Lenape	Center:	https://www.facebook.com/LenapeCenter/
The	American	Indian	Community	House	(AICH)	is	a	not-for-profit	organization	serving	the	needs	of	Native	Americans	

residing	in	New	York	City:	https://aich.org/
Intergovernmental	Science-Policy	Platform	on	Biodiversity	and	Ecosystem	Services	(IPBES).	(2019)	Media	Release:	

Nature’s	Dangerous	Decline	‘Unprecedented’;	Species	Extinction	Rates	‘Accelerating’.	Retrieved	from	
https://www.ipbes.net/news/Media-Release-Global-Assessment on	May	31,	2019.	Includes	link	to	the	full	report.

Cajete,	G.	(1994). Look	to	the	mountain:	An	ecology	of	Indigenous	education.	Skyland,	NC:	Kivaki Press.
Gregory	Cajete,	An	Indigenous	Ecology.	(2009). Interview	retrieved	from	

https://thegreeninterview.com/interview/cajete-gregory/
Kimmerer,	R.	W.	(2013).	Braiding	sweetgrass:	Indigenous	wisdom,	scientific	knowledge	and	the	teachings	of	plants.

Minneapolis,	MN:	Milkweed	Editions.



Resources (continued)

On	Being	with	Krista	Tippett.	(2016,	February	25).	Robin	Wall	Kimmerer:	The	intelligence	in	all	kinds	of	life.	Interview	
transcript	retrieved	from	https://onbeing.org/programs/robin-wall-kimmerer-the-intelligence-in-all-kinds-of-life-
jul2018/

De-centering	humans,	non-humans	with	agency	and	personhood	is	showing	up	in	mainstream	content,	e.g.,	2	recent	
novels	I	highly	recommend:	Richard	Powers,	The	Overstory and	Sue	Burke,	Semiosis

Permaculture	resources:	Earth	Activist	Training	(including	permaculture	design	certification)	and	a	new	two-year	
Regenerative	Land	Management	program	https://earthactivisttraining.org/

New	York	City’s	Urban	Forest.	https://www.nycgovparks.org/trees interactive	street	tree	map.	E.g.,	find	trees	near	
your	school	and	(with	students)	develop	relationships	with	them.	

Environmental	&	Sustainability	Education	in	Teacher	Ed	http://eseinfacultiesofed.ca/ has	many	resources,	section	on	
Indigenous	Education,	including	the	monograph:	Beckford,	C.	L.	&	Nahdee,	R.	(2011).		Teaching	for	Ecological	
Sustainability:	Incorporating	Indigenous	Philosophies	and	Practices.		What	works?	Research	into	Practice:	Literacy	
and	Numeracy	Secretariat	

Learning	for	a	Sustainable	Future	http://lsf-lst.ca/ has	many	resources	including	their	Step	Outside	nature	guides	and	
curricula	materials

Hattie	Carthan Community	Garden	in	Bed-Stuy neighborhood	of	Brooklyn	NY	is	a	wonderful,	flourishing	space	for	
learning,	growing,	connecting—a	shining	example	of	community-centered	regenerative	culture	and	agriculture.	
https://www.hattiecarthancommunitymarket.com/



Questions?



THANK YOU
Don’t hesitate to contact us!

Dr. Pamela Koch: pak14@tc.columbia.edu

Meredith Hill:            mhill12@schools.nyc.gov

Debi Slatkin: ds3010@tc.columbia.edu

Carine Verschueren: cv2343@tc.columbia.edu

Do visit www.tc.columbia.edu/sustainability


